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This paper assesses the proposal to refine the modelling of Multi-Unit Facilities (“MUFs”) in
the Market Clearing Engine (MCE), to better account for situations when any of the
Combined-Cycle Gas Turbines’ (CCGTs) Constituent Generating Units (CGUs) is not
represented as synchronised in the dispatch network data.
It addresses the primary problem, which is that when one of the CCGT’s CGUs is connected
to an islanded1 grid, the MCE is unable to schedule the remaining connected CGUs. It also
identifies and discusses the secondary problem whereby EMC always connects back
disconnected CGUs in the MCE, expecting them to run up for the upcoming period but they
do not. By incorrectly reflecting the expected physical configuration of the CCGT MUF, the
MCE will be inaccurately modelling physical line flows and consequently nodal pricing.
To resolve the primary problem, EMC proposes not to connect back non-synchronised
CGUs that 1) have disconnected main and alternate default buses, and 2) are not part of a
CCGT MUF where all of the CGUs are islanded. This prevents the proportionality constraints
from restricting some CGUs from generating when they could, just because another CGU
within the same MUF is islanded. The proportionality constraints are proposed to be revised
as shown in Table 2 of the paper, to enhance the accuracy of individual CGU output and line
flow modelling.
Simulation results for the secondary problem revealed that the difference between the actual
and modelled flow resulted in individual nodal prices varying by less than 0.6%, with average
nodal prices varying by 0.01%. If the secondary problem were to be addressed, two options
would be available: Option 1 of using the genco’s energy offer to identify CGUs that are
assumed as not intended to be used in the next period; and Option 2 of getting gencos to
indicate their intended CGU configuration for the upcoming period. The actual benefits of both
options would however depend on how accurate their approximation of the actual period’s
physical configuration is; if inaccurate, it might either not improve the secondary problem or
potentially worsen the situation. The eventual net benefit of addressing the secondary
problem would also have to take into account the cost of implementation.
At the 23rd Technical Working Group (TWG) meeting, the TWG by majority vote was of the
view that the PSO’s clarification on various issues was required and another TWG meeting be
called to decide whether to support implementing the proposed solution for the primary
problem. The TWG unanimously did not support addressing the secondary problem given the
1

An islanded grid results when the main and alternate default buses of a CGU are not physically connected
to the PSO controlled system, leaving it “stranded” electrically from the main grid.
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immaterial effect of the inaccurate line flow modelling on nodal prices and that no proposed
solution is able to accurately predict the output of the CGUs in real time.
At the 24th TWG meeting, EMC recommended that the TWG discuss the PSO’s clarification
on the requested issues, and decide whether or not to address the primary problem. Some
TWG members recognised that the proposed solution would improve the accuracy of the
MCE modelling and allow the scheduling of available capacity, and could also improve market
efficiency if there is a reduction in the frequency of MCE reruns due to islanded cases. On the
other hand, since the 17 April 2012 episode (i.e. the primary problem) was a rare incident,
some TWG members were of the view that it was unnecessary to incur the cost of resolving
the issue. Therefore, the TWG by majority vote recommended that the Rules Change Panel
(RCP) not support addressing the primary problem.
At the 73rd RCP meeting, the RCP agreed with the TWG’s recommendation to not address the
secondary problem but noted that even though the primary problem occurred rarely, not
addressing it could potentially affect system security if a CCGT MUF is not scheduled due to
one of its CGUs being islanded (even though the remaining connected units are able to
generate electricity). Weighed against the cost of implementation, since addressing the
primary problem could improve system security, market efficiency and accuracy of the MCE
modelling, the RCP unanimously supported solving the primary problem and tasked EMC
to draft the relevant rule modifications.
At the 25th TWG meeting, the TWG considered the proposed rule modifications to implement
the proposed solution for the primary problem, and unanimously recommended that the RCP
support the proposed rule modifications.

At the 76th RCP meeting, the Panel unanimously supported the changes, and
recommends that the EMC Board adopt the proposed modifications to the Market Rules
set out in Annex 3.
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Executive Summary
This paper assesses the proposal to refine the modelling of Multi-Unit Facilities (“MUFs”) in
the Market Clearing Engine (MCE), to better account for situations when any of the
Combined-Cycle Gas Turbines’ (CCGTs) Constituent Generating Units (CGUs) is not
represented as synchronised in the dispatch network data.
It addresses the primary problem, which is that when one of the CCGT’s CGUs is connected
to an islanded1 grid, the MCE is unable to schedule the remaining connected CGUs. It also
identifies and discusses the secondary problem whereby EMC always connects back
disconnected CGUs in the MCE, expecting them to run up for the upcoming period but they
do not. By incorrectly reflecting the expected physical configuration of the CCGT MUF, the
MCE will be inaccurately modelling physical line flows and consequently nodal pricing.
To resolve the primary problem, EMC proposes not to connect back non-synchronised
CGUs that 1) have disconnected main and alternate default buses, and 2) are not part of a
CCGT MUF where all of the CGUs are islanded. This prevents the proportionality constraints
from restricting some CGUs from generating when they could, just because another CGU
within the same MUF is islanded. The proportionality constraints are proposed to be revised
as shown in Table 2 of the paper, to enhance the accuracy of individual CGU output and line
flow modelling.
Simulation results for the secondary problem revealed that the difference between the actual
and modelled flow resulted in individual nodal prices varying by less than 0.6%, with average
nodal prices varying by 0.01%. If the secondary problem were to be addressed, two options
would be available: Option 1 of using the genco’s energy offer to identify CGUs that are
1
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assumed as not intended to be used in the next period; and Option 2 of getting gencos to
indicate their intended CGU configuration for the upcoming period. The actual benefits of both
options would however depend on how accurate their approximation of the actual period’s
physical configuration is; if inaccurate, it might either not improve the secondary problem or
potentially worsen the situation. The eventual net benefit of addressing the secondary
problem would also have to take into account the cost of implementation.
At the 23rd Technical Working Group (TWG) meeting, the TWG by majority vote was of the
view that the PSO’s clarification on various issues was required and another TWG meeting be
called to decide whether to support implementing the proposed solution for the primary
problem. The TWG unanimously did not support addressing the secondary problem given the
immaterial effect of the inaccurate line flow modelling on nodal prices and that no proposed
solution is able to accurately predict the output of the CGUs in real time.
At the 24th TWG meeting, EMC recommended that the TWG discuss the PSO’s clarification
on the requested issues, and decide whether or not to address the primary problem. Some
TWG members recognised that the proposed solution would improve the accuracy of the
MCE modelling and allow the scheduling of available capacity, and could also improve market
efficiency if there is a reduction in the frequency of MCE reruns due to islanded cases. On the
other hand, since the 17 April 2012 episode (i.e. the primary problem) was a rare incident,
some TWG members were of the view that it was unnecessary to incur the cost of resolving
the issue. Therefore, the TWG by majority vote recommended that the Rules Change Panel
(RCP) not support addressing the primary problem.
At the 73rd RCP meeting, the RCP agreed with the TWG’s recommendation to not address the
secondary problem but noted that even though the primary problem occurred rarely, not
addressing it could potentially affect system security if a CCGT MUF is not scheduled due to
one of its CGUs being islanded (even though the remaining connected units are able to
generate electricity). Weighed against the cost of implementation, since addressing the
primary problem could improve system security, market efficiency and accuracy of the MCE
modelling, the RCP unanimously supported solving the primary problem and tasked
EMC to draft the relevant rule modifications.
At the 25th TWG meeting, the TWG considered the proposed rule modifications to implement
the proposed solution for the primary problem, and unanimously recommended that the RCP
support the proposed rule modifications.

At the 76th RCP meeting, the Panel unanimously supported the changes, and
recommends that the EMC Board adopt the proposed modifications to the Market Rules
set out in Annex 3.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper assesses the proposal to refine the modelling of Multi-Unit Facilities (MUFs) in the
Market Clearing Engine (MCE), to better account for situations when any of the Combined-Cycle
Gas Turbines’ (CCGTs) Constituent Generating Units (CGUs) is not represented as
synchronised in the dispatch network data2. It addresses the primary problem which is that when
one of the CCGT’s CGUs is connected to an islanded3 grid, the MCE is unable to schedule the
remaining connected CGUs. It also identifies and discusses the secondary problem whereby
EMC always connects back disconnected CGUs in the MCE, expecting them to run up for the
upcoming period but they do not. By incorrectly reflecting the expected physical configuration of
the CCGT MUF, the MCE will be inaccurately modelling physical line flows and consequently
nodal pricing.

2.

BACKGROUND

2.1

Use of Artificial Lines in Modelling Multi-Unit Facilities

MUFs are Generation Registered Facilities (GRFs) or Generation Settlement Facilities (GSFs)4
that comprise more than one CGU.
There are three types of MUF configurations in the National Electricity Market of Singapore
(NEMS), namely:




1 Gas Turbine (GT) + 1 Steam Turbine (ST);
2 GT + 1 ST; and
1 GT + 1 shared ST

According to Appendix 6D.8.2 of the Market Rules, a GRF that is a MUF will be connected to the
dispatch network5 at an artificial Dispatch Network Node (DNN), which in turn is connected to the
DNNs of its individual CGUs via Type 1 artificial lines. These artificial lines serve to apportion the
MUF’s energy schedule to its CGUs, according to the proportionality equations (see Table 1 of
this paper). The following diagram depicts how a (2 GT + 1 ST) CCGT MUF is modelled in
accordance with the Market Rules, when all of its CGUs are represented as synchronised in the
dispatch network data i.e. physically connected to the grid:

2

Dispatch network data means a representation of all dispatch network lines, dispatch network nodes and certain
facilities forming part of or connected to the PSO controlled system prepared and updated by the PSO.
3
An islanded grid results when the main and alternate default buses of a CGU are not physically connected to
the PSO controlled system.
4
The proportionality constraints discussed in this paper apply only to GRFs that are MUFs. Therefore the paper
focuses on GRFs only (and not GSFs).
5
The dispatch network is the representation of the Singaporean network used for dispatch purposes. It
comprises dispatch network lines and dispatch network nodes, which may not correspond exactly to physical
electricity lines and nodes. EMC may, in consultation with the PSO, simplify or expand the representation of the
physical network in ways that do not materially affect scheduling, pricing or settlement, but that simplify the
scheduling, pricing or settlement processes.
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Figure 1: MCE model of a (2 GT + 1 ST) CCGT – all units physically connected to the grid
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When a CGU from a MUF is not represented as synchronised in the Network Status File (NSF)
or Outage Schedule File (OSF)6 received from the Power System Operator (PSO), the MCE will
connect it back to the dispatch network using a Type 27 artificial line in accordance with the
Market Rules Appendix 6D.6.5 (referred to herein as “Rule 6.5”). Type 2 artificial lines allow
GRFs to be scheduled for the upcoming periods (including forecast periods) based on their
offers, with the inherent assumption that their physically disconnected CGUs can connect and
synchronise to the grid in the upcoming dispatch periods if they are scheduled. This configuration
is illustrated in Figures 2a and 2b below.
Figure 2a: MCE model of a (2 GT + 1 ST) CCGT – GT2 not physically connected to grid
(non-islanded case)
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In Figure 2a, GT2 is physically disconnected from the grid, and the MCE connects it to its main or
alternate default bus via a Type 2 artificial line (see Section 2.2 Figure 3 below for a detailed
explanation). The CGU is thus considered connected back to the grid in the MCE model, since its
main/alternate default bus is physically connected to the grid.

6

The Network Status File (NSF) is produced and sent to the EMC once per dispatch period (10 minutes before
the half-hour mark), while the Outage Schedule File (OSF) is produced and sent to the EMC once daily (latest by
9pm). The NSF contains the most recent network status from the field, while the OSF contains data for the
current snapshot and the start and end of each planned outage for the next seven days.
7
A physically disconnected unit (or node in the MCE) is modelled in the MCE as ‘connected’ to the grid via an
artificial line (known as a “Type 2 artificial line”). This is to provide for the possibility that they could be connected
to the grid in future periods.
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Figure 2b: MCE model of a (2 GT + 1 ST) CCGT – GT2 not physically connected to the grid
(GT2 is islanded)
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In Figure 2b, GT2 is physically disconnected from the grid too. The MCE would connect GT2 to
its main default bus, or to its alternate default bus (if the main default bus is physically
disconnected from the grid).
In this case, both the main and alternate default buses of GT2 are not physically connected to
the grid8. Therefore, the MCE connects GT2 to its alternate default bus via a Type 2 artificial line
(see Section 2.2 Figure 3 below for a detailed explanation). Since GT2’s main and alternate
default buses are both physically disconnected from the grid, this Type 2 artificial line connection
results in GT2 being islanded. This situation of islanding can happen both in the real time and the
forecast schedules.
2.2

Connectivity Status of CGUs in Multi-Unit Facilities

The process of modelling the scenarios described in Figures 1, 2a and 2b can be summarised in
Figure 3 below.

8

Such information would be indicated in the NSF or OSF from the PSO.
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Figure 3: Process of connecting CGUs to the dispatch network in the MCE
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Figure 3 describes the process whereby the MCE first checks whether a CGU is represented as
synchronised to the grid. If not, the MCE connects the unit via Type 2 artificial lines to its main
default bus (if this bus is physically connected to grid) or alternate default bus otherwise. If this
alternate default bus is also not physically connected to the grid, the CGU will be islanded in the
model. This implies that the MCE will not be able to allocate any line flow to this CGU for the
upcoming periods unless there is a change in the connectivity status of the default buses as
provided by the PSO.
2.3

Representation of Multi-Unit Facilities

While dispatch schedules issued to gencos are for the CCGT MUF as a whole (as opposed to
specific MW schedules for each CGU), the MCE apportions the MUF’s energy schedule among
its CGUs. This is so that the individual CGUs’ line flows can be modelled close to physical reality,
such that the consequential effects on congestion and price signals will be accurate. However, if
the method of apportionment is wrong, this objective will not be achieved, and the outcome could
be inaccurate price signals (in particular for CGUs connected to injection nodes located in
different substations).
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Currently in our market, the line flows of a CCGT MUF are apportioned according to the
proportionality equations in Table 1 below. The apportionment is based on a capacity ratio given
by the equation:

Proportionu(CGU) =

Capacityu(CGU)
Capacityu(ST)

, where CGU = GT1, GT2 or ST

This Proportion term reflects the driving force of the GT to the ST, i.e. how many MWs of the
ST’s capacity can be driven by the GT.
To illustrate with an example, for a (2 GT + 1 ST) CCGT, where each GT has a capacity of 80
MW and can each drive 50MW of the ST such that the ST’s total capacity is (50*2=) 100MW, the
apportionment will be based on the capacity ratios given by the Proportion terms as follows:

Proportionu(GT1) =

Capacityu(GT1)
80𝑀𝑊
=
= 0.8
Capacityu(ST)
100𝑀𝑊

Proportionu(GT2) =

Capacityu(GT2)
80𝑀𝑊
=
= 0.8
Capacityu(ST)
100𝑀𝑊

Proportionu(ST) =

Capacityu(ST)
100𝑀𝑊
=
= 1
Capacityu(ST)
100𝑀𝑊

Figure 4 below depicts this configuration, where all of the CGUs are represented as
synchronised in the dispatch network data.
Figure 4: Scenario of all CGUs in a (2 GT + 1 ST) CCGT being connected to the dispatch
network
260MW
CCGT

GT1

Drives
50MW

80MW

ST

Drives
50MW

GT2

80MW

100MW
Grid

The next step is to apply the relevant proportionality constraint in the MCE, using the Proportion
terms that we have found above. Since all of the CGUs are connected to the dispatch network,
the constraint (named “Constraint 2” in Table 1 below) to be used is:
1
Proportionu(GT1)

1

× LineFlowk(GT1,g) + Proportion

2

u(GT2)

× LineFlowk(GT2,g) − Proportion

LineFlowk(ST,g) + DeficitMultis − ExcessMultis = 0

u(ST)

×
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When this CCGT MUF is scheduled 260MW (its total capacity), the line flows of its CGU will be
allocated in such a way as to fulfil Constraint 2, which would be 80MW9 for each of the GTs and
100MW for the ST (their capacities):
1
0.8

1

2

× LineFlowk(GT1,g) + 0.8 × LineFlowk(GT2,g) − 1 × LineFlowk(ST,g) + DeficitMultis −
ExcessMultis = 0
1

1

2

 0.8 × 80 + 0.8 × 80 − 1 × 100 = 0
(assuming the violation variables DeficitMulti and ExcessMulti are zero)
 100 + 100 − 200 = 0
In this example, as well as for all the other scenarios shown in Table 1, the proportionality
equations for (2 GT + 1 ST) CCGTs are designed with the assumption that both of the GTs in the
CCGT have the same capacity, as is currently the case for the CCGTs in the Singapore
Wholesale Electricity Market (SWEM).
Table 1 lists the multi-unit constraints to apply, depending on the configuration of the MUF, when
apportioning the line flows (on the Type 1 artificial lines) among the individual units of a MUF10.
Table 1: Constraints for multi-unit facilities
For multi-unit facilities g comprising one gas turbine and one steam turbine:
o

1 GT + 1 ST

o

1 GT + 1 shared ST

Connection to dispatch network
 GT connected
 ST connected

1
Proportionu(GT)
1
Proportionu(ST)

× LineFlowk(GT,g) −
× LineFlowk(ST,g) +

DeficitMultis − ExcessMultis = 0
(Constraint 1)
For multi-unit facilities g comprising two gas turbines and one steam turbine which
is not shared with another generation registered facility:
o

2 GT + 1 ST

Connection to dispatch network
 GT1 connected
 GT2 connected
 ST connected

1
× LineFlowk(GT1,g) +
Proportionu(GT1)
1
× LineFlowk(GT2,g) −
Proportionu(GT2)
2
× LineFlowk(ST,g) + DeficitMultis
Proportionu(ST)

−

ExcessMultis = 0
(Constraint 2)
 GT1 connected

1
Proportionu(GT1)

× LineFlowk(GT1,g) −

9

Note that the allocation of the line flows between the two GTs need not be equal; only the ST’s line flow and the
sum of both GTs’ line flows is constrained. The line flows for GT1 and GT2 are individually determined by the
MCE based on the least cost solution. However for simplicity, in this example, the line flows for both GTs are
assumed to be equal (at 80MW each).
10
Extracted from Appendix 6D.8.7 of the Market Rules.
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 ST connected
X GT2 not connected

1
Proportionu(ST)

× LineFlowk(ST,g) +

DeficitMultis − ExcessMultis = 0
(Constraint 3)

 GT2 connected
 ST connected
X GT1 not connected

1
Proportionu(GT2)
1
Proportionu(ST)

× LineFlowk(GT2,g) −
× LineFlowk(ST,g) +

DeficitMultis − ExcessMultis = 0
(Constraint 4)

3.

ANALYSIS

3.1

Problem Definition

For a (2 GT + 1 ST) CCGT MUF, when CGUs are represented as disconnected in the NSF or
OSF, the MCE will connect them back to the dispatch network using Type 2 artificial lines as per
Rule 6.5. Since these CGUs are consequently always connected for the purpose of modelling by
the MCE, Constraints 3 and 4 in Table 1 will effectively never be applied. If this modelled
connectivity (i.e. all CGUs always modelled as connected due to Rule 6.5) does not match
physical reality, the following problems could arise:
a) Primary Problem
When the ST of a (2 GT + 1 ST)11 CCGT MUF is islanded, the whole CCGT MUF will not
be scheduled even if it submits valid energy offers and its remaining GTs are physically
able to generate electricity.
b) Secondary Problem
When the current proportionality constraints do not correctly reflect the actual physical
configuration of the MUF, this could lead to inaccuracy in line flows and price signals.
These two problems are addressed in the sections below.
3.1.1

Primary Problem

The primary problem described above occurred in Periods 39 and 40 of 17 April 2012, when the
ST unit of the MUF was connected to an islanded grid, while its GT units were connected to the
physical grid, as shown in the figure below:

11

This primary problem could apply to a (1 GT + 1 ST) CCGT MUF too. However in practice, the main and
alternate default buses of the CGUs in a (1 GT + 1 ST) CCGT MUF in the SWEM are always located in the same
substation (which is not the case for the (2 GT + 1 ST) CCGTs), hence it is extremely unlikely to have a situation
in which the ST’s default buses are physically disconnected from the grid and yet the GT’s are not. Therefore, we
focus on the (2 GT + 1 ST) CCGT MUF in this paper, while recognising that the proposed solution to the primary
problem would also address this problem for (1 GT + 1 ST) CCGT MUFs.
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Figure 5: Scenario of the ST in a (2 GT + 1 ST) CCGT being islanded in 17 April 2012
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As mentioned in Section 2.1 (see Figure 2b), the MCE connected the non-synchronised ST unit
to its alternate default bus (which was physically disconnected) via the Type 2 artificial line,
resulting in the ST being islanded. Since no line flow was physically allowed through the ST unit
due to it being connected to an islanded grid, the ST’s line flow was zero and, applying the
proportionality Constraint 2, the GTs’ line flows were also set at zero. Please refer to Annex 1 for
the detailed equations.
The combination of connecting using Type 2 artificial lines and Constraint 2 forced the total
scheduled (modelled) flow out of the MUF to zero MW, even though the remaining GT units were
physically connected to the grid and able to generate electricity.
3.1.2

Proposed Solution for the Primary Problem

The root cause of the primary problem is a mismatch between the constraint applied and the
expected physical reality. Specifically, by connecting the non-synchronised ST unit to its
disconnected alternate default bus causing the ST to be islanded, the MCE cannot schedule the
remaining GT units due to Constraint 2, even if they are physically connected to the grid.
To solve this problem, a conditional check can be implemented as follows:
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Figure 6: Proposed conditional check for islanded CGUs
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Instead of connecting back all non-synchronised CGUs to the dispatch network, the MCE can do
a two-step check as shown in Figure 6. Specifically:
 Step 1 - Non-synchronised units with main or alternate default buses connected to the
PSO controlled system are connected back via Type 2 artificial lines to its main default
bus (if connected) or its alternate default bus (otherwise), as is currently done in
accordance with Rule 6.5.
 Step 2 - If both main and alternate default buses are disconnected, check if all of the
CGUs in the same CCGT MUF are islanded.
o If some CGUs are connected while others are islanded, do not connect the
islanded CGU(s) back to the dispatch network so that the islanded CGU(s) will
not prevent the connected CGUs from being scheduled, due to the proportionality
constraints. The implication is that the CCGT MUF would not be able to be
scheduled at its full CCGT capacity (i.e. only qualified to be scheduled up to the
combined capacities of its connected CGUs) until the period after a dispatch
period that the main or alternate default bus of the currently islanded CGU(s) is
connected back to the PSO controlled system.
o If all CGUs are islanded, connect the units back to the dispatch network as per
the status quo so as to derive a price for the MUF even though it will not be
scheduled.
This proposed conditional check is reflected in Figure 7 below, where the changes from the
Figure 3 process are made in red.
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Figure 7: Proposed process of connecting CGUs to the dispatch network in the MCE
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3.1.2.1 Revision of Constraints in Table 1
If the proposal in Figures 6 and 7 were adopted, there would be cases when some CGUs are
intentionally not connected, so that Constraints 3 and 4 (dealing with scenarios when one GT is
disconnected) may now apply. However, these constraints also need to be revised before they
can be used to allocate line flows proportionally to CGUs.
This is because in a (2 GT + 1 ST) CCGT, the capacity of the ST is driven by the two GTs. When
one GT is not synchronised to the dispatch network, the remaining GT can physically drive only
half the capacity of the ST. However, the current Constraints 3 and 4 expect the remaining GT to
drive up to the “full” capacity of the ST, which fails to correctly reflect the expected physical
reality.
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Table 2: Proposed revised multi-unit constraints for multi-unit facilities
For multi-unit facilities g comprising two gas turbines and one steam turbine which is not
shared with another generation registered facility:
o

2 GT + 1 ST
Current Equations

Connection to
dispatch network
 GT1
connected
 ST connected

1
Proportionu(GT1)
1
Proportionu(ST)

Proposed Revised Equations

× LineFlowk(GT1,g) −
× LineFlowk(ST,g) +

DeficitMultis − ExcessMultis = 0
(Constraint 3)

1
Proportionu(GT1)
𝟐
Proportionu(ST)

× LineFlowk(GT1,g) −
× LineFlowk(ST,g) +

DeficitMultis − ExcessMultis = 0
(Constraint 3a)

X GT2 not
connected
 GT2
connected
 ST connected

1
Proportionu(GT2)
1
Proportionu(ST)

X GT1 not
connected

DeficitMultis − ExcessMultis = 0

× LineFlowk(GT2,g) −
× LineFlowk(ST,g) +

(Constraint 4)

1
Proportionu(GT2)
𝟐
Proportionu(ST)

× LineFlowk(GT2,g) −
× LineFlowk(ST,g) +

DeficitMultis − ExcessMultis = 0
(Constraint 4a)

Table 2 above shows how Constraints 3 and 4 are proposed to be revised (see bold numbers in
red).
Assuming that the violation variables DeficitMulti and ExcessMulti are zero, Constraint 3a
reduces to:

1
2
× LineFlowk(GT1,g) −
× LineFlowk(ST,g) = 0
Proportionu(GT1)
Proportionu(ST)
Continuing from the example earlier, where each GT has a capacity of 80 MW and can each
drive 50MW of the ST such that the ST’s total capacity is (50*2=) 100MW, the Proportion terms
were found to be:

Proportionu(GT1) = 0.8
Proportionu(GT2) = 0.8
Proportionu(ST) = 1
When GT2 is not connected, its line flow is zero. If the line flow of GT1 is 80MW, the line flow of
the ST will be reduced to 50MW (driven by GT1), as satisfied by Constraint 3a:

1
2
× LineFlowk(GT1,g) −
× LineFlowk(ST,g) = 0
Proportionu(GT1)
Proportionu(ST)


1
0.8

2

× 80 − 1 × LineFlow(ST) = 0
 LineFlow(ST) = 50
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This modelled LineFlow of 50MW correctly reflects the reduced generating ability of the ST,
when GT2 is disconnected. The current Constraint 3 expects the ST to run at its full capacity of
100MW, which is unrealistic given that GT2 is not running. Please refer to Annex 2 for the
detailed equations.
3.1.3

Secondary Problem

A secondary problem occurs when the current proportionality constraints do not correctly reflect
the actual physical configuration of the MUF, which leads to inaccurate line flow and price signal
modelling. This occurs when the MCE connects back disconnected CGUs through Rule 6.5, only
for them to stay physically disconnected for the upcoming periods. By adding disconnected units
through Rule 6.5, the MCE inherently assumes that all units can be scheduled, and apportions
the output based on Constraint 2. However, if the disconnected units remain offline (e.g. genco in
question had no intention of running up its disconnected CGU), the actual line flow will be
through fewer CGUs (the originally physically connected ones) and at a higher flow level for
those units.
If the CCGT’s CGUs are connected to injection nodes located in the same substation, the effect
of such an inaccurate modelling of line flows is negligible. However, when the injection nodes are
located in separate blocks, such inaccurate modelling of line flows could have some negative
impact, and in the worst case scenario could cause or muffle price separation.
To estimate the extent of line flow deviation between the MCE schedule and the actual network
status (NWStat), the MCE schedules for six periods (i.e. T) were compared with the NWStats
(real line flow) for the periods after (i.e. T+1), for a (2 GT + 1 ST) CCGT.12 In these cases, the ST
was physically disconnected, even as the MCE had connected it back assuming it would run up.
Table 3: Comparison of MCE schedule and real line flow for selected periods
Run Date
and
Period (T)

Name

CGU

GT1
GT2
ST
Total for CCGT facility =
GT1
8 May’13
(2 GT + 1
GT2
Period 22 ST) CCGT
ST
Total for CCGT facility =
GT1
16 May’13
(2 GT + 1
GT2
Period 24 ST) CCGT
ST
Total for CCGT facility =
GT1
22 Jun’13
(2 GT + 1
GT2
Period 22 ST) CCGT
ST
Total for CCGT facility =
GT1
22 Jul’13
(2 GT + 1
GT2
Period 28 ST) CCGT
ST
16 Apr’13
Period 31

(2 GT + 1
ST) CCGT

MCE Schedule
for Period (T)
(MW)
87.246
44.643
82.021
213.91
67.465
43.812
69.202
180.479
88.607
77.866
103.528
270.001
87.593
71.971
99.232
258.796
70.213
44.198
71.151

Real Line Flow
from NWStat for
Period (T+1) (MW)
99.63
114.8
0
214.43
63.56
90.2
0
153.76
129.65
132.11
0
261.76
101.75
109.76
0
211.51
92.64
92.59
0

Absolute
Difference
(MW)
12.384
70.157
82.021
0.52
3.905
46.388
69.202
26.719
41.043
54.244
103.528
8.241
14.157
37.789
99.232
47.286
22.427
48.392
71.151

12

The MCE schedule for Period T shows the scheduled output that each CGU is expected to reach by the end of
Period T (i.e. start of Period (T+1)). The NWStat for Period T shows the real line flow for each CGU about 10
minutes before the start of Period (T+1). This is equivalent to 20 minutes into Period T, hence effectively the
MCE values for Period T and the NWStat values for period (T+1) differ by a 10-minute lag.
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Total for CCGT facility =
GT1
22 Aug’13
(2 GT + 1
GT2
Period 30 ST) CCGT
ST
Total for CCGT facility =

185.562
88.374
60.672
92.691
241.737

185.23
119.33
121
0
240.33

0.332
30.956
60.328
92.691
1.407

As shown in Table 3, the ST did not physically produce electricity in the actual period even
though it was connected back to the dispatch network by the MCE. Therefore in reality, only the
two GTs were generating electricity to meet the MCE schedule for the CCGT facility. However,
the MCE allocated the line flows to the CGUs according to the proportionality equation for all
CGUs connected, resulting in significant deviations (up to 104MW or 157.2% for these periods,
with a median of 51MW or 99.7%) between the individual CGUs’ scheduled and actual line flows.
Nevertheless, when comparing the absolute difference between the scheduled and actual line
flows for the CCGT facility as a whole, the deviation observed is much smaller (up to 47MW or
18.3%, with a median of 4.8MW or 1.9%).
Over the past three years (2011 to 2013), there were a total of 4948 periods (9% of the time)
where at least one of the (2 GT + 1 ST) CCGTs in our market was run with this configuration of
the ST being disconnected while at least one of the remaining GTs being connected and
producing electricity.
3.1.3.1 Price Impact of Line Flow Deviations
To assess if such individual CGUs’ line flow deviations have any significant impact on prices,
simulations were run on the same selected periods but removing the ST line to force the flow out
of the ST to zero. The simulation models the physical reality by applying the ex-post knowledge
that the ST was disconnected in the actual periods, hence reflecting the correct nodal price
outcome.13
Table 4: Results of simulation
Nodal14 Price Difference (Simulation results – Production results)
Run Date
and Period
(T)
16 Apr’13
Period 31
8 May’13
Period 22
16 May’13
Period 24
22 Jun’13
Period 22
22 Jul’13
Period 28
22 Aug’13
Period 30
Overall =

Minimum

Maximum

Median

Average

$

%

$

%

$

%

$

%

-1.94

-0.58

0.00

0.00

-0.28

-0.08

-0.42

-0.13

-0.70

-0.28

-0.18

-0.07

-0.29

-0.12

-0.29

-0.12

-0.84

-0.53

0.29

0.19

0.00

0.00

-0.02

-0.02

-2.70

-0.34

1.82

0.23

0.50

0.06

0.38

0.05

-3.32

-0.42

0.35

0.05

-0.11

-0.01

-0.26

-0.03

0.43

0.06

2.89

0.37

2.38

0.30

2.39

0.30

-3.32

-0.58%

2.89

0.37%

-0.10

-0.01%

0.30

0.01%

13

Given that the main and alternate default buses of both GTs in a (2 GT + 1 ST) CCGT MUF are always located
in the same substation, the ratio of the line flows allocated between the two GTs has no impact on nodal prices.
However, as the default buses of the ST are located in a different substation, it is important to correctly model the
connection of the ST as inaccurate line flow allocations to the ST would have an impact on nodal prices.
14
Each simulated period consists of between 700-720 nodes.
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Table 4 shows the nodal price difference between the simulation results and the production (i.e.
the original MCE run) results. For all nodes across the six simulated periods, the largest absolute
nodal price difference in percentage between the simulation results and the production results is
0.58%. On average, the difference is only 0.01%. These values suggest that the price impact of
line flow deviations due to inaccurate modelling of the actual physical configuration of the MUF
may not be significant.
3.1.4

Discussion of Options to Address the Secondary Problem

Notwithstanding, there could be times when the price impact is much greater, yet is not captured
in these randomly selected periods. If we were to address the secondary problem, that is to
ensure that the correct constraints are applied in the various scenarios where any CGU is
disconnected, an additional conditional check (similar to that in Figure 6) could be implemented
before the MCE applies Rule 6.5 to add disconnected units (for example, the ST in the simulated
periods above) back to the dispatch network. This additional conditional check would exclude
units that are not intended to be used in the next period to generate electricity to the grid.
To identify units that are not intended to be used in the next period, two possible options were
explored below:
o

Option 1: Assuming CGU configuration based on gencos’ energy offers
Do not connect disconnected CGUs back to the dispatch network if the sum of the
capacities of all physically connected CGUs (based on the most recent NSF) is greater
than the CCGT’s offered capacity for the period. Add these disconnected units back to
the dispatch network only if their offered capacity is greater than the total capacity of all
of the physically connected CGUs, or if all CGUs of the same CCGT MUF are
disconnected15. This assumes that a genco’s current configuration is likely to be the best
predictor of its next period configuration; hence if the currently physically connected units
are able to fully meet its next-period schedule, it would be unlikely to run up its
disconnected unit in the next period.

o

Option 2: Self-indication by gencos on intended CGU configuration for upcoming
period
An additional field can be created in the Energy offer submission page for gencos to
indicate which CGUs they intend to use to meet their energy schedule for the next period.
These units will then be reconnected to the dispatch network via Type 2 artificial lines
according to Rule 6.5, if they are currently disconnected.

The pros and cons of both options are compared in Table 5 below.
Table 5: Pros and cons of Options 1 and 2
Option

Pros
o
o

1

Low cost of implementation
Brings modelled line flow
schedules closer to the
physical reality if assumption
about genco’s next period
configuration is accurate.

Cons
o

Assumption of genco’s next-period
configuration based on its offer and latest
NSF configuration may not be accurate if
genco intends to run up units

15

This is to allow the currently disconnected CCGT MUF to offer in and be scheduled for the upcoming periods if
it intends to connect back to the dispatch network.
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o

o

2

No need to second-guess
gencos’ intention on whether
they want to run certain
CGUs
Brings modelled line flow
schedules closer to the
physical reality if gencos
keep to their indicated nextperiod configuration during
the actual period

o
o

o

o

Higher cost of implementation (See Table 6)
In the actual period, units may not run in the
same configuration as what was indicated.
This decision would be dependent on factors
such as their schedule which is only known
after gate closure
Traders may not want this additional
responsibility of having to indicate their
intended next-period configuration (possibly
with consequences if their indication is wrong
too frequently)
Potentially contradicts proposed solution for
primary problem. For example, what should
the MCE do if the ST is islanded but the
genco indicates intention to run up ST in the
next period

The actual benefits of both options would depend on how accurate their approximation of the
actual period’s physical configuration is. It is worth recognising that any adopted solution that
fails to accurately estimate the expected physical reality would either not improve the secondary
problem or potentially worsen the situation. The eventual net benefit of addressing the secondary
problem would also have to take into account the cost of implementation, as detailed in Section 4
below.
4.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION TIME AND COSTS

Table 6 below shows the breakdown of the estimated time and costs for the implementation of:
A. Proposed solution for Primary problem
B. Proposed solution for Primary problem + Secondary problem Option 1
C. Proposed solution for Primary problem + Secondary problem Option 2
Note that for (B) and (C), the time and cost of addressing the primary and secondary issues are
considered together due to synergies.
Table 6: Detailed breakdown of implementation time and cost estimates
Option (A): Primary

Option (B): Primary &
Secondary Option 1

Option (C): Primary &
Secondary Option 2

Time Estimates

Effort
Estimates
(Manweeks)

Lapse
Effort
Effort
Lapse Time
Lapse Time
Time
Estimates
Estimates
(Calendar(Calendar(Calendar(Man(Manweeks)
weeks)
weeks)
weeks)
weeks)

1) Requirement
Scoping and
Analysis

2

1.5

3

2.5

10

4

2) System
(including MCE)
Development/
Testing/
Deployment/
Documentation

6

9

10

15

36

30

3) User

6

9

10.5

16

12

18
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Acceptance
Testing and
support
4) Audit
Total Time
Required

2

3

2

3

2

3

16

22.5

25.5

36.5

60

55

Cost Estimates
1) Power
Systems
Consultant
Resource/ EMC
Manpower

Within EMC’s budget
(14 man-weeks)

Within EMC’s budget
(23.5 man-weeks)

Within EMC’s budget
(58 man-weeks)

$20,000

$20,000

$20,000

0

0

$67,392

$20,000

$20,000

$87,392

2) Audit
3) External
resource to
support the
project
Total Additional
Cost Required

5.

CONCLUSION

This proposal seeks to refine the modelling of MUFs in the MCE. It addresses the primary
problem, which is that when one of the CCGT’s CGUs is connected to an islanded grid, the MCE
is unable to schedule the remaining connected CGUs. It also identifies and discusses the
secondary problem whereby EMC always connects back disconnected CGUs in the MCE,
expecting them to run up for the upcoming period but they do not. By incorrectly reflecting the
expected physical configuration of the CCGT MUF, the MCE will be inaccurately modelling
physical line flows and consequently nodal pricing.
Simulation results for the secondary problem revealed that the difference between the actual and
modelled flow resulted in individual nodal prices varying by less than 0.6%, with average nodal
prices varying by 0.01%. If the secondary problem were to be addressed, two options would be
available. The actual benefits of both options would however depend on how accurate their
approximation of the actual period’s physical configuration is; if inaccurate, it might either not
improve the secondary problem or potentially worsen the situation. The eventual net benefit of
addressing the secondary problem would also have to take into account the cost of
implementation.
Table 7 below summarises the primary and secondary problems discussed, and their proposed
solutions.
Table 7: Summary of primary and secondary problems and proposed solutions
Description
Primary
Problem



By connecting nonsynchronised ST units to
disconnected default
buses, the MCE cannot
schedule the remaining GT
units synchronised to the

Proposed Solution



Implement a conditional check before
applying Rule 6.5 immediately to connect
back all non-synchronised CGUs to the
dispatch network. Do not connect back
non-synchronised CGUs that 1) have
disconnected main and alternate default
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dispatch network given the
application of Constraint 2

Secondary
Problem

buses, and 2) are not part of a CCGT
MUF where all of the CGUs are islanded.



When one GT is
disconnected from the
dispatch network,
Constraints 3 and 4 allow
for the remaining GT to
drive up to the full (rather
than half) capacity of the
ST, which fails to correctly
reflect the physical reality.





Inaccurate line flow
modelling when the MCE
adds back disconnected
units through Rule 6.5 and
apportions output based
on Constraint 2 in the
model, but units stay
physically disconnected for
the upcoming periods

(Only if decision is made to address
secondary problem)



Implement an additional conditional check
to identify units that are not intended to be
used in next period, and exclude these
units when applying Rule 6.5 to add all
disconnected units back to dispatch
network

In worst case scenario,
inaccurate line flow
modelling could cause or
muffle price separation



Two options to identify such units:
o Option 1: Assuming CGU
configuration based on gencos’
energy offers
Do not connect disconnected CGUs
back to dispatch network if sum of
capacities of all physically connected
CGUs is greater than CCGT’s offered
capacity for the period



Revise Constraint 3 to Constraint 3a, and
Constraint 4 to Constraint 4a, as shown in
Table 2

o

6.

Option 2: Self-indication by gencos
on intended CGU configuration for
upcoming period
Only reconnect disconnected units
that gencos indicate they intend to use
in the next period

INDUSTRY CONSULTATION

The concept paper was published for industry consultation on 24 January 2014, seeking views
on the following:




EMC’s recommendation to implement a conditional check as described in Figures 6 and
7 of this paper (to address the primary problem);
EMC’s recommendation to revise Constraint 3 to Constraint 3a, and Constraint 4 to
Constraint 4a, as shown in Table 2 of this paper (to address the primary problem); and
whether to address the secondary problem described in Section 3.1.3, and if so, any
comments on the proposed Options 1 and 2.

Comments were received from the PSO and Senoko Energy. Their comments and EMC’s
responses are provided below.
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Comments from the PSO





If the entire MUF is scheduled to zero when the ST is islanded even though the GTs are
physically connected, there is significant risk to system security. I think the change is
beneficial to system security.
The energy deficit could be more severe during forced outages in the secondary
problem. When this happens, it will deplete our contingency reserve. Moreover, System
Control would have to continuously remind the Genco to bid lower if they cannot meet the
schedule.
We support Option B as it will resolve both the primary and secondary problems without
additional cost involved. I think there is a need to resolve the secondary problem as it will
pose system risk due to the energy deficit.

EMC’s Response
EMC notes PSO’s support of implementing the proposed changes to address the primary
problem, from the perspective of improving system security.
Addressing the secondary problem would be beneficial to system security provided the
approximation of the actual period’s physical configuration is accurate; otherwise the secondary
problem may either not be improved or potentially be worsened. We would also like to highlight
that while Option B to address both the Primary and Secondary Problem (using Option 1) entails
the same dollar costs as Option A of addressing only the Primary Problem, the implementation of
Option B would require additional time as stated in Table 6.

Comments from Senoko Energy
We have no objection to the implementation of the proposed concept to address the primary
problem. Our current preference is for option 1 to address the secondary problem, although it
might be useful to conduct further simulations to understand better the potential price impacts of
each option.
EMC’s Response
Senoko Energy’s comments are noted.

7.

TWG’S DELIBERATION AND DECISION AT THE 23rd TWG MEETING

The paper was presented at the 23rd TWG meeting held on 25 February 2014. EMC
recommended that the TWG support the proposal to address the primary problem, and decide
whether or not to address the secondary problem.
The TWG by majority vote was of the view that the PSO’s clarification on the following:
i.
ii.
iii.

the reasons for the default buses of the CGUs being disconnected from the grid (as
in the 17 April 2012 episode);
whether issues on disconnected main and alternate default buses which cause the
islanded cases can be resolved before real-time; and
whether if this proposal is implemented, the disconnected main and alternate default
buses issue can be resolved promptly subsequently

was required and another TWG meeting be called to decide whether to support implementing the
proposed solution for the primary problem.
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The TWG unanimously did not support addressing the secondary problem given the immaterial
effect of the inaccurate line flow modelling on nodal prices and that no proposed solution is able
to accurately predict the output of the CGUs in real time.

8.

TWG’S DECISION AT THE 24th TWG MEETING

At the 24th TWG meeting held on 27 March 2014, EMC recommended that the TWG discuss the
PSO’s clarification on the above-mentioned issues, and decide whether or not to address the
primary problem.
8.1

PSO’s Clarification

According to Mr. Yong Thi Yen (PSO), the primary problem is not a problem with the physical
PSO controlled system, but an MCE modelling issue. Therefore, addressing the problem would
be of benefit to the gencos.
For (i) above, Mr. Yong clarified that in the 17 April 2012 episode, the ST was intentionally
islanded by the genco involved as it was carrying out a series of switching operations. He added
that the affected switchhouse belongs to the genco. The PSO has no remote control of the
switchhouse devices including the breakers, i.e. switchings are to be carried out by the gencos
themselves.
Mr. Yong explained that prior to switching operations in the gencos’ switchhouses, the gencos
are required to seek approval from the PSO. The operation will be authorised only when the PSO
is satisfied that it poses no threat to the reliability or security of the controlled system. In the cited
episode, after the ST was islanded, the genco involved could not complete all the planned
operations within the planned timeframe. The situation was captured in the network status files,
resulting in the observed islanded outcome.
Mr. Yong reiterated that the proposed changes would be beneficial to the gencos because such
situations could recur due to unforeseen circumstances beyond control, such as encountering
difficulties in the operation of another breaker.
For (ii) and (iii), Mr. Yong clarified that the issue of the disconnected main and alternate default
buses may or may not be resolved before real-time and requires coordination between the PSO
and the operators of the gencos in the physical system. He explained that the gencos are
capable of resolving an islanded issue, but it would depend on whether the gencos are aware of
the cause. For the 17 April 2012 episode, the genco involved coordinated with the PSO and the
issue was physically resolved promptly. Mr. Yong also shared that there should not be any future
need for such operations as in the cited episode.
8.2

TWG’s Deliberation and Decision

The TWG discussed the benefits and costs of addressing the primary problem. Some TWG
members recognised that the proposed solution would improve the accuracy of the MCE
modelling and allow the scheduling of available capacity i.e. physically connected CGUs in the
system, and could also improve market efficiency if there is a reduction in the frequency of MCE
reruns due to such islanded cases. On the other hand, since the 17 April 2012 episode (i.e. the
primary problem) was a rare incident, some TWG members were of the view that it was
unnecessary to incur the cost of resolving the issue.
Therefore, the TWG by majority vote did not support addressing the primary problem.
The members who supported the proposal were
1. Mr. Yong Thi Yen (PSO)
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2. Ms. Bai Jie (EMC)
The members who did not support the proposal were
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mr. Tung Ho Kok (PacificLight Power)
Mr. Lionel Lee (SP PowerGrid)
Ms. Tini Mulyawati (Keppel Energy)
Ms. Lin Nan (Seraya Energy)

The following member
1. Mr. Chua Gwen Heng (Sembcorp Cogen)
supported the proposal on the condition that the proposed conditional check be amended to
disallow the scheduling of the ST of a (2GT + 1ST) CCGT MUF when both of the GTs are
islanded.

9.

DECISION AT THE 73RD RCP MEETING

The RCP agreed with the TWG’s recommendation to not address the secondary problem but
noted that even though the primary problem occurred rarely, not addressing it could potentially
affect system security if a CCGT MUF is not scheduled due to one of its CGUs being islanded
(even though the remaining connected units are able to generate electricity). Weighed against
the cost of implementation, since addressing the primary problem could improve system security,
market efficiency and accuracy of the MCE modelling, the RCP unanimously supported solving
the primary problem and tasked EMC to draft the relevant rule modifications. The details of the
voting outcomes are as follows:
The RCP unanimously voted to support solving the primary problem:
1) Mr. Luke Peacocke
2) Mr. Phillip Tan
3) Mr. Kng Meng Hwee
4) Mr. Toh Seong Wah
5) Mr. Dallon Kay
6) Mr. Lawrence Lee
7) Mr. Michael Wong
8) Mr. Sean Chan
9) Mr. Daniel Lee
10) Ms. Frances Chang
11) Mr. Chan Hung Kwan

Representative of Generation Licensee
Person experienced in Financial Matters
Representative of PSO
Representative of EMC
Representative of Wholesale Electricity Market Trader
Representative of Market Support Services Licensee
Representative of Retail Electricity Licensee
Representative of Retail Electricity Licensee
Representative of Retail Electricity Licensee
Representative of Consumers of Electricity in Singapore
Representative of Transmission Licensee

The RCP unanimously voted not to support solving the secondary problem.
10.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION TIME AND COSTS

Table 8 below shows the breakdown of the estimated time and costs for the implementation of
the proposed solution for the primary problem.
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Table 8: Implementation time and cost estimates
Effort Estimates
(Man-Weeks)

Lapse Time
(Calendar-Weeks)

1) Requirement Scoping and Analysis

2

1.5

2) System (including MCE) Development/
Testing/ Deployment/ Documentation

6

9

3) User Acceptance Testing and support

6

9

4) Audit

2

3

16

22.5

Time Estimates

Total Time Required
Cost Estimates
1) Power Systems Consultant Resource/
EMC Manpower
2) Audit

Within EMC’s budget
(14 man-weeks)
$20,000

3) External resource to support the project

0

Total Additional Cost Required

$20,000

11.

PROPOSED RULE MODIFICATIONS

Arising from the RCP’s decision, EMC has drafted the proposed rule modifications, as set out in
Annex 3, to implement the proposal to refine the modelling of MUFs in the MCE, to better
account for situations when any of the CCGT’s CGUs is not represented as synchronised in the
dispatch network data. Table 9 below summarises the proposed rule changes.
Table 9: Summary of proposed rule changes
Chapter/Section

Proposed Changes

Reason for Change

Chapter 2
Section 5.3.5.1

Delete hyphen in “desynchronise”.

To make a consequential amendment to
reflect the removal of the hyphen in the
definition of "de-synchronise" in Chapter 8 of
the Market Rules.

Chapter 6
Section 5.4.2

Change “synchronised” to
“represented
as
synchronised
in
the
dispatch network data”.

To provide that the EMC shall rely solely on
the dispatch network data to determine if the
generation registered facility is represented as
synchronised.

Chapter 6
Appendix 6D
Section D.2

To introduce a new set
“CONNECTEDUNITSg”.

To
introduce
a
new
set
“CONNECTEDUNITSg” for units that are
represented as synchronised in the dispatch
network data or connected to the dispatch
network, in accordance with section D.6.5.

To edit the definition of
the set “UNITSg”.

To replace "generation unit" with "generating
unit" to correct a typographical error in the
usage of a defined term in accordance with
Chapter 8 of the Market Rules.
To refine the definition of "UNITSg" and delete
the reference to a set “MULTIOFFERS” which
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is not defined in section D.2 of the Market
Rules.
Chapter 6
Appendix 6D
Section D.3

Replace "generation unit"
with "generating unit".

To replace "generation unit" with "generating
unit" to correct a typographical error in the
usage of a defined term in accordance with
Chapter 8 of the Market Rules.

Chapter 6
Appendix 6D
Section D.6.5

Add conditional checks
before
modelling
unsynchronised units as
connected.

To limit the types of cases in which generating
units that are not represented as synchronised
in the dispatch network data are connected
back to the dispatch network via an artificial
dispatch network line and to specify the
corresponding changes to the dispatch
network in certain cases.

Replace "generation unit"
with "generating unit".

To replace "generation unit" with "generating
unit" to correct a typographical error in the
usage of a defined term in accordance with
Chapter 8 of the Market Rules.

Un-italicise
“artificial”.

term

To un-italicise the term “artificial” which is not
defined in Chapter 8 of the Market Rules.

Correct explanatory note
accordingly to reflect new
conditions for connecting
back
unsynchronised
generating units.

To clarify in the explanatory note that
unsynchronised generating units (based on
the dispatch network data) will only be
modelled by the MCE as connected if they
satisfy one of the conditions described in
section D.6.5.2.

Specify the cases that the
parameter Proportionu is
to be employed in.

To clarify the setting and use of a parameter
that is used elsewhere in the Market Rules,
but never formally set.

Replace "generation unit"
with "generating unit".

To replace "generation unit" with "generating
unit" to correct a typographical error in the
usage of a defined terms in accordance with
Chapter 8 of the Market Rules.

Delete “deemed to be”.

To delete the words "deemed to be" for
drafting consistency with other Market Rules.

Replace “in accordance
in” with “in accordance
with”.

To correct a typographical error.

Chapter 6
Appendix 6D
Section D.7.6

Delete “deemed to be”.

To delete the words "deemed to be" for
drafting consistency with other Market Rules.

Chapter 6
Appendix 6D
Section D.8.7

Set
the
parameter
MultiGroupLineWeights,k
in accordance with D.8.7.

To
specify
that
the
parameter
MultiGroupLineWeight that is used in D.20.2,
which is currently not set anywhere in the
Market Rules, is set here in section D.8.7.

Chapter 6
Appendix 6D
Section D.7.3

Chapter 6
Appendix 6D
Section D.7.4

the
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Change the numerator of
the
coefficient
of
LineFlowk(ST,g) from “1” to
“2”.

To reflect a more accurate proportional line
flow allocation to generating units of
generation registered facilities that are multiunit facilities.

Add the words “in the
dispatch network data”
after “synchronised”.

To provide that the EMC shall determine
whether generation registered facilities are
represented as synchronised based on the
dispatch network data.

Combine three equations
into
a
generalised
equation.

To create a generalised formula that accounts
for all three of the original scenarios set out.

Add an explanatory note
on the assumption used in
the constraint.

To include an explanatory note to clarify the
assumption used in the constraint.

Chapter 6
Appendix 6D
Section D.24.1.1

Add the words “in the
dispatch network data”
after “synchronised”.

To provide that the EMC shall determine
whether generation registered facilities are
represented as synchronised based on the
dispatch network data.

Chapter 6
Appendix 6D
Section D.24.1.2

Add the words “in the
dispatch network data”
after “synchronised”.

To provide that the EMC shall determine
whether generation registered facilities are
represented as synchronised based on the
dispatch network data.

Italicise “market energy
prices”.

To italicise a term defined in Chapter 8 of the
Market Rules.

Refine the definitions of
Proportionu
and
EnergyPricen(u).

To refine the definitions of Proportionu and
EnergyPricen(u)
to
better
reflect
the
relationships among the indices used.

Change the set “UNITSg”
to
“CONNECTEDUNITSg”.

To change the set to contain only constituent
generating units modelled as connected under
section D.6.5.

Delete hyphen in “desynchronise”.

To make a consequential amendment to
reflect the removal of the hyphen in the
definition of "de-synchronise" in Chapter 8 of
the Market Rules.

Italicise “disconnecting”.

To italicise a term defined in Chapter 8 of the
Market Rules.

Chapter 8
Section 1.1.65

Change “Section D.6.5.2”
to “section D.6.5.1”

To correct a cross-reference in the definition
of dispatch network node under Chapter 8 of
the Market Rules.

Chapter 8
Section 1.1.125A

Introduce a new defined
term “islanded generating
unit”.

To define an islanded generating unit in
Chapter 8 of the Market Rules.

Chapter 8
Section 1.1.259

Italicise “connecting”.

To italicise a term defined in Chapter 8 of the
Market Rules.

Chapter 8
Section 1.1.54
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Add “or its generating
unit(s)” after “generation
facility”.

12.

To clarify that the defined term "synchronise"
may refer to a generation facility or its
generating units.

LEGAL SIGN-OFF

The text of the proposed rule modifications has been vetted by EMC’s external legal counsel,
whose opinion is that the modifications reflect the intent of the rule modification proposal as
expressed in the third column of the table in Annex 3. Due to the technical nature of the rule
modification proposal, this legal opinion relates only to the legal issues and does not include any
technical notations and formulae (including, but not limited to, sections D.2, D.3, D.8.7 and
D.24.1.2 of Appendix 6D).

13.

INDUSTRY CONSULTATION (PROPOSED RULE MODIFICATIONS)

The proposed rule modifications, as set out in Annex 3, were published for consultation on 18
September 2014, and no feedback was received.

14.

TWG’S DECISION AT THE 25TH TWG MEETING

The proposed rule modifications were presented at the 25th TWG meeting held on 15 October
2014. The TWG unanimously supported the proposed rule modifications set out in Annex 3,
and recommended that the RCP support the same.

15.

RCP’S DECISION AT THE 76TH RCP MEETING

The RCP unanimously supported the proposed modifications to the Market Rules in Annex 3.

16.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The RCP unanimously recommends that the EMC Board:
(a) adopt the proposed modifications to the Market Rules as set out in Annex 3;
(b) seek the EMA’s approval of the proposed modifications to the Market Rules as set out in
Annex 3; and
(c) recommend that the proposed modifications to the Market Rules come into force four
months after the date on which the EMA’s approval is published by the EMC.
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Annex 1: Primary Problem – Relevant Equations for ST Islanded, GTs not Scheduled
Currently when the MCE connects disconnected units back to the dispatch network using Type 2
artificial lines, Constraint 2 is applied:
1
Proportionu(GT1)

1

× LineFlowk(GT1,g) + Proportion

2

u(GT2)

× LineFlowk(GT2,g) − Proportion

u(ST)

LineFlowk(ST,g) + DeficitMultis − ExcessMultis = 0

×

Assuming that the Proportion16 factor for all of the CGUs (the 2 GTs and 1 ST) is 1, and that the
violation variables DeficitMulti and ExcessMulti are zero, the equation reduces to:

LineFlowk(GT1,g) + LineFlowk(GT2,g) − 2 × LineFlowk(ST,g) = 0 -------- (1)
Since the sum of the line flows of the 2 GTs and 1 ST is equal to the scheduled energy offer of
the CCGT facility, we have

LineFlowk(GT1,g) + LineFlowk(GT2,g) + LineFlowk(ST,g) = SchEGO -------- (2)
Solving (2) – (1), we get

LineFlowk(ST,g) =

𝑆𝑐ℎ𝐸𝐺𝑂
3

-------- (3)

By (3), if LineFlowk(ST,g) = 0, then SchEGO = 0
This means that when the line flow of the ST is zero MW, the total schedule for all three CGUs
(i.e. the whole CCGT facility) must be zero MW. The corollary is that the MCE has to schedule
both GTs’ line flows at zero MW, as can be seen from Equation (2).

16

This is given by the capacity of the CGU divided by the capacity of the ST. For example, Proportion (GT1) =
(capacity of GT1)/(capacity of ST) = 100MW/100MW = 1
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Annex 2: Primary Problem – Determining Value of x for Proposed Revision of Constraints
To see how and why Constraints 3 and 4 should be revised, let x be the numerator of the
coefficient of LineFlowk(ST,g) .
Then we can rewrite Constraint 3 as
1
Proportionu(GT1)

x
Proportionu(ST)

× LineFlowk(GT1,g) −

ExcessMultis = 0

× LineFlowk(ST,g) + DeficitMultis −

-------- (4)

Assuming that the violation variables DeficitMulti and ExcessMulti are zero, and substituting

Proportionu(GT1) =

Capacityu(GT1)
Capacityu(ST)

Proportionu(ST) =

and

Capacityu(ST)
Capacityu(ST)

into (4), the

equation becomes
Capacityu(ST)
Capacityu(GT1)

x Capacityu(ST)

× LineFlowk(GT1,g) −

Capacityu(ST)

× LineFlowk(ST,g) = 0

-------- (5)

Simplifying the equation and rearranging the terms, we get
LineFlowk(GT1,g)
LineFlowk(ST,g)

=

x Capacityu(GT1)
Capacityu(ST)

-------- (6)

Equation 6 says that the scheduled line flows for the CGUs are proportional to the units’
capacities.
To determine the appropriate value of x, the example below is used to illustrate the physical
situation when GT2 is not synchronised and not connected to the dispatch network.
In this example, each GT has a capacity of 80 MW and can each drive 50MW of the ST such that
the ST’s total capacity is (50*2=) 100MW. The total capacity of the (2 GT + 1 ST) CCGT is
260MW (=80+80+100). The apportionment will be based on the capacity ratios given by the
Proportion terms as follows:

Proportionu(GT1) =

Capacityu(GT1)
80𝑀𝑊
=
= 0.8
Capacityu(ST)
100𝑀𝑊

Proportionu(GT2) =

Capacityu(GT2)
80𝑀𝑊
=
= 0.8
Capacityu(ST)
100𝑀𝑊

Proportionu(ST) =

Capacityu(ST)
100𝑀𝑊
=
= 1
Capacityu(ST)
100𝑀𝑊
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Figure A1: Scenario of GT2 in a (2 GT + 1 ST) CCGT being disconnected from the dispatch
network

130MW
CCGT

GT1

Drives
50MW

ST

80MW

GT2

0

0MW

50MW
Grid

When GT2 is down, it is unable to produce electricity and hence cannot drive the ST. GT1
continues to drive 50MW of the ST, and produce 80MW of electricity itself. The total output of the
CCGT becomes 130MW (instead of 260MW if all of the units could generate at their full
capacities), with the individual units’ output indicated in Figure A1 above.
Recall Equation (6) above that

LineFlowk(GT1,g)
LineFlowk(ST,g)

=

x Capacityu(GT1)
Capacityu(ST)

.

Substituting (1) capacity of GT1 = 80MW, (2) capacity of ST = 100MW, (3) line flow of GT1 =
80MW, and (4) line flow of ST = 50MW into Equation (6), we get
80
50

=

80x
100

 x=2
Therefore, with the value of x set at 2, the proportionality constraint applied can accurately model
the expected physical reality, in this case scheduling the line flow of GT1 at its full capacity, that
of the ST at half of its full capacity, and that of GT2 at 0MW.
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Annex 3: Proposed Rule Modifications

5.3

Existing Market Rules
(1 July 2014)

Proposed Rule Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double-underlined text)

CHAPTER 2

CHAPTER 2

REGISTRATION OF COMMISSIONING
GENERATION FACILITIES

...

5.3
...

5.3.5.1 the time required for the commissioning
generation facility to synchronise to and desynchronise from the PSO controlled grid;

5.3.5.1 the time required for the commissioning generation facility to
synchronise to and desynchronisede-synchronise from the PSO
controlled grid;

CHAPTER 6
5.4
...
5.4.2

REGISTRATION OF COMMISSIONING GENERATION
FACILITIES

FORM OF REGULATION OFFERS
The EMC shall use a regulation offer of a
generation registered facility to produce
market schedules only if it is synchronised and
its forecast generation level at the beginning of
that dispatch period indicates that it is able to
provide regulation.

Reasons for
Rule Change

To make a
consequential
amendment to
reflect
the
removal of the
hyphen in the
definition
of
"desynchronise" in
Chapter 8 of the
Market Rules.

CHAPTER 6
5.4
...
5.4.2

FORM OF REGULATION OFFERS
The EMC shall use a regulation offer of a generation registered
facility to produce market schedules only if it is represented as
synchronised in the dispatch network data and its forecast
generation level at the beginning of that dispatch period
indicates that it is able to provide regulation.

To provide that
the EMC shall
rely solely on
the
dispatch
network data to
determine if the
generation
registered

EMC/RCP/76/2014/323

Existing Market Rules
(1 July 2014)

Proposed Rule Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double-underlined text)

Reasons for
Rule Change
facility
is
represented as
synchronised.

APPENDIX 6D – SECTION A: DEFINITIONS
D.2

SETS

D.2

[New defined set]
UNITSg

APPENDIX 6D – SECTION A: DEFINITIONS
SETS

CONNECTEDUNITSg

A subset of UNITSg that consists only of
constituent generating units, of the multiunit facility associated with energy offer
g, that are either (i) represented as
synchronised in the dispatch network
data or (ii) connected to the dispatch
network, in accordance with section
D.6.5.

UNITSg

The set of all constituent generation
unitsgenerating units that form part of the
multi-unit facility generation registered
facility associated with energy offer g 
MULTIOFFERS.

The set of all constituent
generation units that form part
of the generation registered
facility associated with energy
offer g  MULTIOFFERS.

To introduce a
new
set
“CONNECTED
UNITSg”
for
units that are
represented as
synchronised in
the
dispatch
network data or
connected to the
dispatch
network,
in
accordance with
section D.6.5.
To
replace
"generation
unit"
with
"generating
unit" to correct a
typographical
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Existing Market Rules
(1 July 2014)

Proposed Rule Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double-underlined text)

Reasons for
Rule Change
error in the
usage
of
a
defined term in
accordance with
Chapter 8 of the
Market Rules.
To refine the
definition
of
"UNITSg" and
delete
the
reference to a
set
“MULTIOFFE
RS” which is
not defined in
section D.2 of
the
Market
Rules.

D.3

PARAMETERS

Proportionu

The default proportion of
generation for generation unit
u of a multi-unit facility,
specified by the EMC in
accordance with section D.7.3.
The number specified must be

D.3

PARAMETERS

Proportionu

The default proportion of generation for
generatinggeneration unit u of a multi-unit
facility, specified by the EMC in accordance
with section D.7.3. The number specified must
be greater than zero.

To
replace
"generation
unit"
with
"generating
unit" to correct a
typographical
error in the
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Existing Market Rules
(1 July 2014)

Proposed Rule Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double-underlined text)

usage
of
a
defined term in
accordance with
Chapter 8 of the
Market Rules.

greater than zero.

APPENDIX 6D – SECTION B: PREPROCESSING

APPENDIX 6D – SECTION B: PRE-PROCESSING

D.6
DISPATCH NETWORK DERIVATION
…
D.6.5 In the case where the dispatch period is
involved in the calculation of a real-time
dispatch schedule, short-term schedule, predispatch schedule scenario or market outlook
scenario, then the EMC shall make the
following changes to the dispatch network for
the dispatch period in respect of each
generation unit for each generation registered
facility which is not represented as synchronised
in the status data on the network elements
received from the PSO:

D.6
DISPATCH NETWORK DERIVATION
…
D.6.5 In the case where athe dispatch period is involved in the
calculation of a real-time dispatch schedule, short-term schedule,
pre-dispatch schedule scenario or market outlook scenario, then:

D.6.5.1 Add an artificial dispatch network node
and connect the generation unit to the
dispatch network node.
D.6.5.2 Add an artificial dispatch network line
connected to the artificial dispatch

Reasons for
Rule Change

D.6.5.1 in respect of each generating unit (for each generation
registered facility) which is not represented as
synchronised in the dispatch network data for that
dispatch period, the EMC shall make the following
changes to the dispatch network for thatthe dispatch
period by in respect of each generation unit for each
generation registered facility which is not represented as
synchronised in the status data on the network elements
received from the PSO: D.6.5.1 Addadding an artificial
dispatch network node for such generating unit and
connecting each such generatingthe generation unit to
theits artificial dispatch network node; and.

To limit the
types of cases in
which
generating units
that are not
represented as
synchronised in
the
dispatch
network data are
connected back
to the dispatch
network via an
artificial
dispatch
network line and
to specify the
corresponding
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Existing Market Rules
(1 July 2014)
network node described in D.6.5.1, and
the default bus for the generating unit
described in section D.7.2 or D.7.3, as
the case may be. An artificial dispatch
network line used for this purpose shall
not include the constraints in section
D.21.1, and shall:
a.

b.

have the same electrical
characteristics as the
corresponding default line that
is designated by PSO in section
D.7.2A or D.7.3A, as the case
may be; or
have electrical characteristics
determined by the EMC if no
corresponding default line is
designated by PSO.

Explanatory Note: The effect of this section is that
in the preparation of real-time dispatch schedule,
short-term schedule, pre-dispatch schedule and
market outlook scenarios, the MCE will model all
units as if they are connected, and hence the offers
for the period will determine whether they
generate in the schedule.

Proposed Rule Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double-underlined text)
D.6.5.2 for each of the generating units referred to in section
D.6.5.1 above that satisfies one of the following:
a.

b.

c.

Reasons for
Rule Change

the generating unit is not a constituent unit of a
generation registered facility that is a multi-unit
facility;
the generating unit is a constituent unit of a
generation registered facility that is a multi-unit
facility, and the generating unit is not islanded; or
the generating unit is a constituent unit of a
generation registered facility that is a multi-unit
facility, and all the generating units of that
generation registered facility are islanded,

the EMC shall addAdd an artificial dispatch network line
to connected to the artificialartificial dispatch network
node described in section D.6.5.1, and to a the default
bus for the generating unit described in section D.7.2 or
D.7.3, as the case may be.

changes to the
dispatch
network
in
certain cases.
To
replace
"generation
unit"
with
"generating
unit" to correct a
typographical
error in the
usage
of
a
defined term in
accordance with
Chapter 8 of the
Market Rules.
To un-italicise
the
term
“artificial”
which is not
defined
in
Chapter 8 of the
Market Rules.

D.6.5A An artificial dispatch network line useddefined for thisthe
purposes of section D.6.5.2 shall not include the constraints in
section D.21.1, and shall:
D.6.5A.1a. have the same electrical characteristics as the
corresponding default line that is designated by PSO
in section D.7.2A or D.7.3A, as the case may be; or
D.6.5A.2b. have electrical characteristics determined by the EMC
if no corresponding default line is designated by PSO.

To clarify in the
explanatory note
that
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Existing Market Rules
(1 July 2014)

D.7
MARKET NETWORK NODES
…
D.7.3 The PSO shall designate a main default bus, and
an alternate default bus which is in the same
substation/switchouse as the main default bus,
for each generation unit of each generation
registered facility that is a multi-unit facility,
representing the most likely connection point
for that generation unit. The EMC shall specify
on reasonable grounds a proportion indicating
the ratio by which the prices of the nodes
corresponding to the designated main default
buses will be combined into the market network
node energy price.

Proposed Rule Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double-underlined text)
Explanatory Note: The effect of this section is that in the
preparation of real-time dispatch schedule, short-term schedule,
pre-dispatch schedule and market outlook scenarios, the MCE will
model unsynchronised units (based on the dispatch network data)
as connected provided they satisfy one of the conditions described
in section D.6.5.2. all units as if they are connected, and hence the
offers for the period will determine whether they generate in the
schedule.

D.7
MARKET NETWORK NODES
…
D.7.3 The PSO shall designate a main default bus, and an alternate
default bus which is in the same substation/switchouse as the
main default bus, for each generation unitgenerating unit of each
generation registered facility that is a multi-unit facility,
representing the most likely connection point for that generation
unitgenerating unit. For each generating unit, u, of each
generation registered facility that is a multi-unit facility, tThe
EMC shall specify on reasonable grounds, the parameter
Proportionu to be employed in: a proportion indicating
D.7.3.1

combining the ratio by which the prices of the nodes
corresponding to the designated main default buses
will be combined into the market network node

Reasons for
Rule Change
unsynchronised
generating units
(based on the
dispatch
network data)
will only be
modelled by the
MCE
as
connected
if
they satisfy one
of
the
conditions
described
in
section D.6.5.2.

To clarify the
setting and use
of a parameter
that is used
elsewhere in the
Market Rules,
but
never
formally set.
To
replace
"generation
unit"
with
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Existing Market Rules
(1 July 2014)

Proposed Rule Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double-underlined text)
energy price, via section D.24.1.2;
D.7.3.2
forming ratio constraints to be applied to transmission
flows out of those nodes, via section D.8.7; and
D.7.3.3
setting flow limits on the transmission flows out of
those nodes, via section D.8.9.

...

...

D.7.4 If a generation registered facility is not a multiunit facility and is either represented as
synchronised in the dispatch network data, or is
deemed to be connected to the dispatch network
in accordance in section D.6.5, then the dispatch
network node representing the point of
connection in the dispatch network data shall be
designated the market network node for that
generation facility.

D.7.4 If a generation registered facility is not a multi-unit facility and is
either represented as synchronised in the dispatch network data,
or is deemed to be connected to the dispatch network in
accordance inwith section D.6.5, then the dispatch network node
representing the point of connection in the dispatch network data
shall be designated the market network node for that generation
facility.

...

...

D.7.6 If a generation registered facility is a multi-unit
facility and is either represented as synchronised
in the dispatch network data or is deemed to be
connected to the dispatch network in accordance

D.7.6 If a generation registered facility is a multi-unit facility and is
either represented as synchronised in the dispatch network data or
is deemed to be connected to the dispatch network in accordance
with section D.6.5, then the dispatch network node added to the

Reasons for
Rule Change
"generating
unit" to correct a
typographical
error in the
usage
of
a
defined terms in
accordance with
Chapter 8 of the
Market Rules.

To delete the
words "deemed
to
be"
for
drafting
consistency with
other
Market
Rules.
To correct a
typographical
error in section
D.7.4.

To delete the
words "deemed
to
be"
for
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Existing Market Rules
(1 July 2014)
with section D.6.5, then the dispatch network
node added to the dispatch network in
accordance with section D.8.2 shall be
designated the market network node for that
generation facility.
D.8

REPRESENTATION OF MULTI-UNIT
FACILITIES

…
D.8.7 Constraints of the form specified in section
D.20.2 will be placed on the dispatch network
lines referred to in section D.8.2 in accordance
with the following table:
For multi-unit facilities g comprising one gas turbine
and one steam turbine:

Proposed Rule Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double-underlined text)
dispatch network in accordance with section D.8.2 shall be
designated the market network node for that generation facility.

Reasons for
Rule Change
drafting
consistency with
other
Market
Rules.

D.8
REPRESENTATION OF MULTI-UNIT FACILITIES
…
D.8.7 Constraints of the form specified in section D.20.2 will be placed
on the dispatch network lines referred to in section D.8.2, with the
MultiGroupLineWeights,k coefficients for the LineFlowk
variables set in accordance with the following table:
For multi-unit facilities g comprising one gas turbine and one steam
turbine:
Where the gas turbine and
Constraint s:
steam turbine are botheach
1
 LineFlowk (GT , g )
represented as synchronised Proportion
u ( GT )
in the dispatch network data
1
or connected to the dispatch 
 LineFlowk ( ST , g )
network in accordance with
Proportionu ( ST )
section D.6.5
 DeficitMulti s  ExcessMulti s  0
For multi-unit facilities g comprising two gas turbines and one steam
turbine which is not shared with another generation registered facility:

To specify that
the parameter
MultiGroupLine
Weight that is
used in D.20.2,
which
is
currently not set
anywhere in the
Market Rules, is
set
here
in
section D.8.7.
To reflect a
more accurate
proportional line
flow allocation
to
generating
units
of
generation
registered
facilities that are
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Existing Market Rules
(1 July 2014)
Where the
Constraint s:
gas turbine
1
 LineFlowk (GT , g )
and steam
Proportionu (GT )
turbine are
1
both

 LineFlowk ( ST , g )
represented
Proportionu ( ST )
as
 DeficitMulti s  ExcessMulti s  0
synchronised
or connected
to the
dispatch
network in
accordance
with section
D.6.5
For multi-unit facilities g comprising two gas
turbines and one steam turbine which is not shared
with another generation registered facility:

Proposed Rule Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double-underlined text)
Where the
Constraint s:
steam turbine
1
 LineFlowk (GTi , g )

and at least
u(GTi) CONNECTEDU NITS g Proportionu ( GTi )
one of the
2
two gas

 LineFlowk ( ST , g )
turbines are
Proportionu ( ST )
each
 DeficitMultis  ExcessMultis  0
represented
as
synchronised
in the
dispatch
network data
or connected
to the
dispatch
network in
accordance
with section
D.6.5
Explanatory Note: The constraint above assumes that, in a multiunit facility comprising two gas turbines and one steam turbine,
each of the gas turbines is capable of driving exactly half of the
capacity of the steam turbine. They are not applicable to more
general configurations.

Reasons for
Rule Change
multi-unit
facilities.
To provide that
the EMC shall
determine
whether
generation
registered
facilities
are
represented as
synchronised
based on the
dispatch
network data.
To create a
generalised
formula
that
accounts for all
three of the
original
scenarios
set
out.
To include an
explanatory note
to clarify the
assumption used
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Existing Market Rules
(1 July 2014)
Where both
gas turbines
and the steam
turbine are
each
represented
as either
synchronised
or connected
to the
dispatch
network in
accordance
with section
D.6.5

Constraint s:
1
 LineFlowk (GT 1, g )
Proportionu (GT 1)



1
 LineFlowk (GT 2, g )
Proportionu (GT 2 )



2
 LineFlowk ( ST , g )
Proportionu ( ST )

 DeficitMulti s  ExcessMultis  0

Proposed Rule Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double-underlined text)
Where both gas
Constraint s:
turbines and the
1
 LineFlowk (GT 1, g )
steam turbine are
Proportionu (GT 1)
each represented as
1
either synchronised 
 LineFlowk (GT 2, g )
Proportionu (GT 2 )
or connected to the
dispatch network
2
 LineFlowk ( ST , g )
in accordance with 
Proportion
u
(
ST
)
section D.6.5
 DeficitMultis  ExcessMultis  0

Reasons for
Rule Change
in the constraint.
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Where the
first gas
turbine and
steam turbine
are each
represented
as
synchronised
or connected
to the
dispatch
network in
accordance
with section
D.6.5, and
the second
gas turbine is
represented
as not
synchronised
and not
connected to
the dispatch
network in
accordance
with section
D.6.5

Constraint s:
1
 LineFlowk (GT 1, g )
Proportionu (GT 1)



1
 LineFlowk ( ST , g )
Proportionu ( ST )

 DeficitMulti s  ExcessMulti s  0

Proposed Rule Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double-underlined text)
Where the first gas Constraint s:
turbine and steam
1
 LineFlowk (GT 1, g )
turbine are each
Proportionu (GT 1)
represented as
1
synchronised or

 LineFlowk ( ST , g )
connected to the
Proportionu ( ST )
dispatch network
 DeficitMulti s  ExcessMulti s  0
in accordance with
section D.6.5, and
the second gas
turbine is
represented as not
synchronised and
not connected to
the dispatch
network in
accordance with
section D.6.5

Reasons for
Rule Change
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Where the
second gas
turbine and
steam turbine
are each
represented
as
synchronised
or connected
to the
dispatch
network in
accordance
with section
D.6.5, and
the first gas
turbine is
represented
as not
synchronised
and not
connected to
the dispatch
network in
accordance
with section
D.6.5

Constraint s:
1
 LineFlowk (GT 2, g )
Proportionu (GT 2 )



1
 LineFlowk ( ST , g )
Proportionu ( ST )

 DeficitMulti s  ExcessMulti s  0

Proposed Rule Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double-underlined text)
Where the second
Constraint s:
gas turbine and
1
 LineFlowk (GT 2, g )
steam turbine are
Proportionu (GT 2)
each represented as
1
synchronised or

 LineFlowk ( ST , g )
connected to the
Proportionu ( ST )
dispatch network
 DeficitMulti s  ExcessMultis  0
in accordance with
section D.6.5, and
the first gas turbine
is represented as
not synchronised
and not connected
to the dispatch
network in
accordance with
section D.6.5

Reasons for
Rule Change
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Proposed Rule Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double-underlined text)

APPENDIX 6D – SECTION D: POSTPROCESSING

APPENDIX 6D – SECTION D: POST-PROCESSING

D.24 PRICE FORMATION
…
D.24.1.1 For generation registered facilities that are
not multi-unit facilities, for generation
settlement facilities represented as
synchronised or connected to the dispatch
network in accordance with section D.6.5 in
the dispatch period, the market energy
price shall be calculated as follows:

D.24 PRICE FORMATION
…
D.24.1.1 For generation registered facilities that are not multi-unit
facilities, for generation settlement facilities represented as
synchronised in the dispatch network data or connected to
the dispatch network in accordance with section D.6.5 in the
dispatch period, the market energy price shall be calculated
as follows:

…

…

D.24.1.2

For generation registered facilities that are
multi-unit facilities represented as being
synchronised or connected to the dispatch
network in accordance with section D.6.5 in
the dispatch period, the market energy
prices shall be calculated as follows:

Reasons for
Rule Change

D.24.1.2

To provide that
the EMC shall
determine
whether
generation
registered
facilities
are
represented as
synchronised
based on the
dispatch
network data.

For generation registered facilities that are multi-unit
facilities represented as being synchronised in the dispatch
network data or connected to the dispatch network in
accordance with section D.6.5 in the dispatch period, the
market energy prices market energy prices shall be calculated
as follows:

To provide that
the EMC shall
determine
whether
generation
registered
facilities
are
represented as
synchronised
based on the
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 Proportion

MEPm(g) =

uUNITS g

u

Proposed Rule Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double-underlined text)

 EnergyPrice n (u ) 

MEPm(g) =

 Proportion

uUNITS g

uCONNECTEDUNITS g

u

u

n (u )

 Proportion

uCONNECTEDUNITS g

u

where:

where:

UNITSg is the set of all constituent
generation units that form part of
the generation registered facility
associated with energy offer g 
MULTIOFFERS;

UNITSg is the set of all constituent generation
units that form part of the generation registered
facility associated with energy offer g 
MULTIOFFERS;

Proportionu is the relevant
proportion specified by the EMC in
accordance with section D.7.3;

Proportionu is the relevant proportion of
generation for generating unit u of a multi-unit
facility associated with energy offer g specified
by the EMC in accordance with section D.7.3;

EnergyPricen(u) is the dual variable
corresponding to constraint
D.16.1.2 for the dispatch network
node n; and

EnergyPricen(u) is the dual variable
corresponding to constraint D.16.1.2 for the
dispatch network node n corresponding to the
market network node m; and

The price MEPm shall then be further
modified in accordance with section
D.24.5.

The price MEPm shall then be further modified in accordance
with section D.24.5.

CHAPTER 8 - DEFINITIONS
...

 Proportion  EnergyPrice 

Reasons for
Rule Change
dispatch
network data.
To italicise a
term defined in
Chapter 8 of the
Market Rules.
To refine the
definitions
of
Proportionu and
EnergyPricen(u)
to better reflect
the relationships
among
the
indices used.
To change the
set to contain
only constituent
generating units
modelled
as
connected under
section D.6.5.

CHAPTER 8 - DEFINITIONS
...
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1.1.54 de-synchronise means the process of
disconnecting a generation facility from the
transmission system;

Proposed Rule Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double-underlined text)
1.1.54 desynchronisede-synchronise
means
the
process
of
disconnectingdisconnecting a generation facility from the
transmission system;

Reasons for
Rule Change
To make a
consequential
amendment to
reflect
the
removal of the
hyphen in the
definition
of
"desynchronise" in
Chapter 8 of the
Market Rules.
To italicise a
term defined in
Chapter 8 of the
Market Rules.

...

...

1.1.65 dispatch network node means a node that is
either determined to be required to be
represented in dispatch network data pursuant
to section 2.1 of Chapter 6, or is an artificial
node added by the EMC pursuant to Section
D.6.5.2 or D.8.2 of Appendix 6D;

1.1.65 dispatch network node means a node that is either determined to
be required to be represented in dispatch network data pursuant to
section 2.1 of Chapter 6, or is an artificial node added by the
EMC pursuant to sectionSection D.6.5.1D.6.5.2 or D.8.2 of
Appendix 6D;

...

...

[New defined term]

1.1.125A islanded in relation to a generating unit means a generating

To correct a
cross-reference
in the definition
of
dispatch
network node
under Chapter 8
of the Market
Rules.

To

define
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Proposed Rule Changes
(Deletions represented by strikethrough text and
additions represented by double-underlined text)
unit that is not represented as synchronised in the dispatch
network data, and neither its designated main nor alternate
default buses, as determined in accordance with section D.7 of
Chapter 6, is connected to the PSO controlled system;

...

...

1.1.259 synchronise means the process of connecting a
generation facility to the transmission system
after matching their respective frequencies,
voltages and voltage angles;

1.1.259 synchronise means the process of connectingconnecting a
generation facility or its generating unit(s) to the transmission
system after matching their respective frequencies, voltages and
voltage angles;

Reasons for
Rule Change
islanded
generating unit
in Chapter 8 of
the
Market
Rules.

To italicise a
term defined in
Chapter 8 of the
Market Rules.
To clarify that
the defined term
"synchronise"
may refer to a
generation
facility or its
generating units.
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